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Mining Colocation Announces Expansion with its Second Data Center  

 

TORONTO, ON - March 16, 2018  

 

Mining Colocation is expanding and opening its second state-of-the-art cryptocurrency 

mining facility and data center in Montreal, Canada. The new 2MW data center will support the 

mining of a number of different cryptocurrencies for clients of all sizes – ranging from small 

investors looking to host only a few miners, to large institutions seeking to host thousands of 

mining units.  

  
Providing full end-to-end turnkey solutions, the new 2MW data center in Montreal 

offers clients with everything required to mine cryptocurrency, including 24/7 onsite support, 

security and maintenance.  Unlike most data centers, Mining Colocation specializes in providing 

customers with miner hardware, miner hosting and a hands-off mining experience.  

  
Having strong relationships with some of the leading cryptocurrency hardware 

manufacturers, Mining Colocation offers their clients the latest and most advanced 

cryptocurrency mining products.  While most hardware suppliers limit batch sizes, Mining 

Colocation has no maximum order volumes for miners. This is perfect for large and small 

operations alike.  Mining Colocation turnaround times are among the fastest in the industry, 

with just a two-four week wait time from point-of-purchase to the delivery and installation of 

the miners.  

  
 

“Working closely with eStruxture Holdings Inc., our team has worked tirelessly to 

develop the premier cryptocurrency mining center.   The new data center will bring our total 

capacity to a staggering 2.5MW.   This amount of power means that our facilities can mine up 

to $1,000,000 of Litecoin or $640,000 of Bitcoin a month.  Having already nearly sold out the 

new facility, we have taken measures to meet demand and are currently in the process of 

acquiring a new mining center to exponentially expand our capacity.” CEO of Mining Colocation, 

Jay Pander, stated. 

 

Investing in cryptocurrency mining means investing in the longevity of the market. 

Contributing to the construction of the crypto infrastructure ecosystem, Mining Colocation 

seeks to bring blockchain infrastructure development and investment to mainstream financial 

markets.  
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